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CONNECTIONS: JEAN RHYS, JAMAICA KINCAID AND ROBERT ANTONI
Elaine Savory

I mean this paper to be a frame and a beginning for a longer discussion, a 
kind of sketching in of a landscape. As the century ends, Caribbean writing is 
burgeoning not only in the region itself, but in even more syncretic Caribbean 
cultural space within Canada, the United States and the United Kingdom. Rhys's 
place in that tradition is qpiite complex, as I have discussed in my Jean Rhys. 
in outline, she has been constructed in Caribbean literary discourse as both 
outsider (white, celebrated in Britain) and insider (literary ancestor for 
female and for some male writers), cind the. debates over her place in Caribbean 
literary history can be located within the larger frame of post-colonial 
political and cultural concerns.

I have chosen Jamaica Kincaid and Robert Antoni to compare with Rhys here 
for two reasons. Firstly, they have much more demonstrable textual connections 
with Rhys than do many other Caribbean writers who clearly admire her, such as 
Olive Senior and Loma Goodison, each of whom have written poems for Rhys. 
Secondly, they each take calculated (and different) risks in writing about race 
just as Rhys did in her day and context.

Kincaid and Antoni have both emerged as major Caribbean literary figures in 
their own right. Both found their mature literary voices outside the region, 
but both of Antoni's novels are located within Caribbean cultural space, and 
four out of five of Kincaid's books are set in the Caribbean. Rhys established 
her literary vo'ice in Paris and then in Britain, but the Caribbean is either 
explicitly or implicitly present in all of her writing. Just as Rh p  looked 
back to her homeland of Dominica, Kincaid and Antoni constantly look back and 
recreate their coitplex connections, Kincaid with Antigua, Antoni with Trinidad, 
in the case of Kincaid and Rhys, there are a number of biographical, thematic 
and stylistic connections which are uncannily similar.

Both committed themselves to writing early and both began life with a 
different name. (Ella Gwendoline Rees Williams and Elaine Potter Richardson). 
Jamaica Kincaid and Jean Rhys are solely writers' names and were adopted as the 
writing career was established.“ Kincaid left Antigua at the age of seventeen 
for the United States, where she worked as an au pair and receptionist, as well 
as finishing up her education and beginning to write. Rhys, born in 1890, left
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Dominica for London in 1907, and worked as a chorus girl and at other working- 
class jobs until she found her writing voice.

Both writers have exceptionally disciplined and clear writing styles, and 
both write fiction but use some of the economical linguistic devices of the 
poet. Both mark the mother-daughter relation as problematic and crucial in the 
map of the young woman's troubled exploration of a foreign world. Both express 
the Caribbean as powerful natal influence but also as a source of painful 
internal conflicts in their young female central characters. Kincaid and Rhys 
are each to a certain extent outsiders in relation to the establishing canon of 
Caribbean women's writing.

Both Kincaid and Rhys established themselves by writing for the largely 
upper-middle-class metropolitan literary (and liberal) culture, in Rhys's case 
the transatlantic review and in Kincaid's The New Yorker. Both women, as young 
migrants from the Caribbean to northern metropolitan centres, had their literary 
talent recognised and encouraged by major literary establishment figures or 
publications.^ Though metropolitan literary culture is somewhat differently 
implicated in class, race and gender hierarchies in the different times and 
locations, both writers locate and expose those implications, making the hand 
that feeds them the main target of their acute political and social critiques. 
Rhys still published stories in The New Yorker and in London Magazine at the end 
of her writing career, a sign that she continued to appeal to the highly 
inventive, mainstream literate taste of urban editors an<T readers. '

Both Rhys and Kincaid, then, in effect have received praise and reward from 
a foreign social context which is politically objectionable to them. Each 
writer handles that in her own way, but both have run into criticism as well as 
praise for their refusal to make things easy for their middle-class readers:
Rhys for her construction of evidently passive-aggressive protagonists who are 
not easy to make into feminist heroines, and her unflinching portrayal of the 
connection between money and sex for most women in patriarchal culture; Kincaid 
for her at times unmodulated criticisms of Antigua, the Caribbean and her 
mother.®

"The Rhys woman," the characteristic Rhys protagonist identified early by 
Francis Wyndham, is a composite of Marya, Julia, Anna, Sasha and Antoinette, 
with their passive-aggressive natures, their inability to cope with the 
pressures of ordinary life, such as making a living, their dependence on men, 
their problematic or absent mothers and their lack of clear national identity or 
separation from home.^ Kincaid's protagonists, Annie John and Lucy, are clearly 
similar young women at different stages of development, Annie John a fictional 
rendering of Kincaid's experience of Antigua; Lucy, the fictional counterpart of 
Kincaid's au pair experience in the affluent Scarsdale, New York district. Both 
Annie John and Lucy are highly intelligent, non-conformist, self-absorbed, 
opinionated and angry. As Moira Ferguson remarks, Kincaid has often encouraged 
the identification of herself with Annie John (1994:75). Though Kincaid has 
said that Annie John's hardness is not a "real hardness,"® her later protagonist 
Lucy has a similar public mask, which enables her to put pp defences against the 
unconscious racial and social patronage which her employer Mariah inflicts on 
her.

Both Kincaid and Rhys create protagonists who are dissidents, critical 
loners, within conventional cultural scripts which surround them. They are thus 
protected from sentimentality and able to see the metropolitan cultures in which 
they live much more clearly. The disciplined economical style which both 
writers have made their own is a major element in their literary effectiveness, 
given that they both construct narratives which centre on young women, the 
archetypal romantic heroines of less stringently revisionary fictions. The 
spareness of language which both Kincaid and Rhys give to their protagonists
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suggests control, and implies that these powerless, alienated women do in the 
end have a right to be heard and an effective control of verbal modes of 
communication and expression.

There is even a concrete intersection of Kincaid's fiction with Rhys's. 
Kincaid's mother was born in Dominica. Kincaid's first book. At the Bottom of 
the River (1984), is dedicated to "my mother Annie": Kincaid's fiction explores 
over and over again a complex mother-daughter relationship. In Annie John 
(1995), Ma Chess, Annie's grandmother, lives in Dominica. In The Autobiography 
of My Mother (1996), the narrator goes to school in Massacre, the small village 
on the coast just outside Roseau which is the place where Rhys and her family 
began the climb on horseback up the long trail leading to their country houses 
of Amelia or Bona Vista.

Yet for all this, Kincaid has said nothing about Rhys in print, and I know 
of only one occasion where she has admitted that Rhys has been an important 
influence.® When she responded to a question posed in an interview by Selwyn 
Cudjoe about her background, she mentioned Dominica immediately:

Well, we were poor ordinary people. My mother's family 
comes from Dominica; they were land peasants. They had a 
lot of land, which they lost through my aunt making a bad 
marriage and my mother falling out with her family. My 
mother says that my real father can't even read, but he made 
a lot of money. (Cudjoe, 1990, 218)

j^incaid claimed in 1990 to have read very little West Indian literature. The 
only text she remembered was V.S. Naipaul's A Bend in the River (1979), and she 
said she did not know of any women writers from the Caribbean other than herself 
until she heard of the first Caribbean women writers conference.^® In talking 
with Cudjoe, she refused to place herself in relation to West Indian literature, 
"... belonging to a group of anything, an 'army' of anything, is deeply 
disturbing to me* (Cudjoe, 1990, 221). This is reminiscent of Rhys's 
disclaimers of extensive reading at times, though it is clear from the evidence 
of her letters, published and unpublished, some of her autobiographical writing, 
and surviving scraps of paper on which she wrote out French poetry, that she did 
indeed read a good deal.^^

Kincaid acknowledged French cultural influences (the film La Jetée, Alain 
Robbe-Grillet), as well as British and Irish literature (Joyce, Woolf, Dicl̂ ens, 
Milton, Shakespeare), and the Bible. Like Rhys, she can be easily identified as 
modernist: "... when I finally did get around to reading what the modem writing 
experience was ... I thought, 'This is really it" (Cudjoe, 1990, 222), but also 
like Rhys, I would argue, her modernism owes much to Caribbean consciousness, 
rather than a European cultural formation. Giovanna Covi ar^es (1990) that

' 3 literary voice "is that of a woman cind an Afro—Caribbean/American and 
a post-modem at the same time" (1990: 345), disrupting binary oppositions and 
creating an "[o]pen, fragmentary, multiple and paradoxical* narrative "I* (1990: 
347). Yet such an identity is also possessed by Rhys's protagonists, most 
notably Sasha in Good Morning, Midnight (1939), and derives, I would argue, only 
somewhat from European modernism, the aftershock of the First World War. The 
major source is a Caribbean sensibility which was formed in a social environment 
full of contradiction and plurality.

It is easy to demonstrate the parallels in the styles of Rhys and Kincaid. 
I have chosen a passage from Rhys's fifth book and fourth novel. Good Morning, 
Midnight (first piiblished in 1939), and from Kincaid's fifth book and third 
novel. The Autobiography of My Mother (1996). Both texts have first-person . 
narrators :
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She is a brodeuse - or she has been a brodeuse. Now 
she sings English songs in a cheap cabaret in the Rue Cujas 
- Roses of Picardy and Love, Here Is My Heart. She can't 
speak English at all. She is twenty-two years old, three 
years younger than I am.

Everything about Lise surprises me - her gentleness, 
her extreme sentimentality, so different from what I had 
been led to expect in a French girl. Airs from Manon, pink 
garters with little silk roses on them, Gyraldose. ... 'Is 
it true that Englishwomen never use a douche? Myself, I use 
one twice a day. ... And all my underclothes made by hand.
Yes, every stitch.'

(Rhys, Good Morning, Midnight, 1939, 1986: 133.)
I could hear someone singing, a woman - it was an English 
woman; she was singing a sad song, a sad lullaby, but she 
herself was not sad, people who are sad do not sing at all.
My room was lit by a small blue lamp whose base was made of 
porcelain with two flowers with multicoloured petals painted 
on it - parrot tulips, Philip had told me they were called 
... I had been sitting on the floor caressing in an absent- 
minded way various parts of my body. I was wearing a 
nightgown made of a piece of nankeen my father had given me, 
and when Philip came in, one hand was underneath it and my 
fingers were trapped in the hair between my legs. When he 
came in I did not remove my hand hurriedly.

(Kincaid, The Autobiography of My Mother, 1996, 150-151.)
The rhythms of the sentences are similar in both passages. In both Kincaid and 
Rhys, a terse first statement is elaborated upon in a second, the parallel 
structures of the two helping the elaboration to be more effectively emphasized: 
"She is a brodeuse - or she has been a brodeuse"; "... she was singing a sad 
song, a sad lullaby, but she herself was not sad ..." Both writers use 
repetition and parallelism extensively, as when Rhys writes "[p]eople are very 
kind ... Not exactly like that, but still - it seemed to me that they were kind" 
(1986: 132), the insertion of the narrator's self-conscious impression of the 
way things are is very similar to Kincaid's narrator's commentary, "such a love 
will do, but it will only do, it is not the best kind ... It will do, it will 
do, but only because there is nothing else to take its place* (1996: 57). Both 
Kincaid and Rhys write sparely, so that a tiny detail, such as a colour which 
the narrator notices, or an arrangement of fo\ind objects, has much more effect.

Both speak about unmentionable female things (underclothing, menstrual 
blood, fingers being trapped in pubic hair), which are the more noticeable 
because offered matter-of-factly, as if ordinarily the subject of story-telling 
or conversation. Some of Rhys's stories of this kind are hilarious, like the 
account Sasha gives in Good Morning, Midnight of being at a bus stop with a man 
she had almost slept with, and having her drawers fall off. Kincaid similarly 
constructs a renegade female voice which refuses to be bounded by the 
conventions of polite discourse: in Annie John, as in Autobiography of My 
Mother, menstruation is described explicitly. Kincaid's United States 
experience began at the time when feminism confronted the silence of women about 
themselves, and so created the space in North America where a woman writer could 
have a similar space outside convention as modernist-bohemian Paris created for 
Rhys is the 1920s. For both writers, exile functions as an eradication of natal 
conventions and an opening up of space for the creation of a female outlaw voice 
which would be expressed differently from within the Caribbean region, where 
reticence about bodily functions and sexuality is still fairly^ extensive in 
women's writing.
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For both writers, finding a literary voice outside the Caribbean provided 
them with the opportunity to combine Caribbean-centered consciousness with 
avant-garde possibilities and, most importantly, audiences, in their new homes. 
For both Rhys and Kincaid, the Caribbean regional audience is certainly there, 
but there is also a strong undertow of resistance to their work. In Kincaid's 
case, this is mainly due to her capacity for scathing criticism of the region, 
in which she is similar to V.S. Naipaul.^^ jn Rhys's, it is a more complicated 
cluster of factors, including her racial identity and contradictory racial 
attitudes, her chronological placement and the fact that she only returned to 
the region once after she left at the age of seventeen, and that for a short 
trip of three weeks.

It is clear, then, that Rhys and Kincaid have much in common, indeed, that 
between them they have established a kind of sub-genre of Caribbean women's 
writing which is extremely successful in metropolitan contexts. The voice of 
Annie John sounds more international, less inflected than the voices of 
characters, for exaitçile, of Jamaican novelist E m a  Brodber's classic Jane and 
Louisa Will Soon Come Home (1980). This is not at root an issue of the use of 
international English over Creole: regional Caribbean writers are comfortable in 
a range of linguistic registers ranging from the local to the global. Rather it 
is that in Annie John dialogue is almost entirely absent,, so that there is 
little disruption in Annie's controlling narration, and her account of other 
voices is very similar to her own voice. Annie says to her mother, "Good 
afternoon, Mamie. I have just come home from school,* and her mother replies, 
"You are late. It would please me to hear an excuse from you* (1985: 101).
This is markedly different frort the linguistic texture of Brodber's novel, set 
in the intellectual middle-class, where the narrator's voice is displaced 
frequently by other voices, carrying, in easily understood English, the cadences 
of Jamaican speech: "Too true. Miss 'Tucker, too true ...* (1980: 7); "The man
swallow his pride and ask me to talk to you* (1980: 19); "Harmless as you see 
them there, they will put poison in banana and egg and give it to him. I know 
what I saying* (1980: 111). To limit the narrative to one single consciousness 
makes for a much more available text, especially as Annie John speaks in an easy 
international register:

From time to time, my mother would fix bn a certain place in 
our house and give it a good cleaning. If I was at home 
when she happened to do this, I was at her side, as usual.
When she did this with the trunk, it was tremendous 
pleasure, for after she had removed all the things from the 
tr\ank, and aired them out, and changed the camphor balls, 
and then refolded the things and put them back in their 
places in the trunk, as she held each thing in her hand she 
would tell me a story about myself. (1985: 21)

All of Kincaid's fiction is written in first person narrative, thereby 
facilitating a controlling single vision. Although in Rhys's case a single 
consciousness does at times dominate, especially in the first-person narratives 
of Voyage in the Dark (first published 1934) and Good Morning, Midnight, she 
does allow in seriously dissenting voices and she relies to a large extent on 
dialogue, and emphasizes the fragmentary nature of her narratives by the 
0xt©nsive use of ellipses. Rhys also makes a serious effort to give a sense of 
the cadences of West Indian speech, most evidently in her story, "Let Them Call 
It Jazz,* but also in her novels: "Salt fishcakes, all sweet an' charmin'" 
{Voyage in the Dark, 1982: 7); "When man don't love you, more you try, more he 
hate you, man like that*; "I get you something to eat" {Wide Sargasso Sea, 1982: 
109, 139).

\\
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It is easy to deduce that Rhys was deliberately trying to provoke in her 
readers a sense of the West Indies as separate cultural space, a sense which 
deepens apprehension of the isolation a Rhys protagonist suffers in an England 
or France where her white face suggests she belongs to the majority population 
and culture. Kincaid's linguistic strategy is an opposite one: by it she lulls 
the foreign (asstimed TShite) reader into assuming affiliation with her African- 
Caribbean narrators, until the reader's complicity with prejudices and ignorance 
in white middle-class character is exposed. In Lucy, for example, Mariah, the 
white liberal upper-middle-class New Yorker, tries to befriend her young au 
pair, but blunders so often that Lucy must become her teacher:

Mariah says, "I have Indian blood in me," and 
underneath everything I could swear she says it as if she 
were announcing her possession of a trophy. How do you get 
to be the sort of victor who can claim to be the vanquished 
also? (1990: 40-41)

Rhys offers similar disruptions for the unwary middle-class metropolitan reader 
but goes about achieving it differently, by setting up the familiar as British 
or Parisian space (or, in Wide Sargasso Sea, giving a good part of the narration 
to the foreign Englishman) and then making this strauige by the introduction of 
Caribbean speech or descriptions of the Caribbean as radically different, in 
climate, in topography, in colours, in essential experiential terms, from those 
of Eutope.

Perhaps the most important distinction between Rhys and Kincaid is that 
Rhys, whilst using a mordant comedy at times, most evidently in Good Morning, 
Midnight, is a mostly tragic or gothic writer, whereas Kincaid writes a kind of 
acerbic social comedy with a very serious undertone. Part of the reason for . 
this is no doiibt their different cultural and tenç)oral locations. Moira 
Ferguson comments, on Wide Sargasso Sea, "From a class, race and gendered 
perspective, Jean Rhys cannot allow the ins)lied victors of the text to be 
articulated as victors ... such judgment ... resides in the texts of black 
Antiguan writer Jamaica Kincaid* (1993: 115). But Kincaid's texts also 
complicate issues of colonialism and racism by foregrounding conflict between 
her Caribbean female protagonists and their mothers, a conflict which has its 
most dramatic rendition in Kincaid's non-fiction attack oh her motherland of 
Antigua (A Small Place, 1988). Though both Kincaid and Rhys share a conplex 
fictional mapping of young female resistance of the power of a mother which 
often results in ambivalence toward home and nation (Savory Fido, 1991), most of 
Kincaid's protagonists are late twentieth-century young women who regard their 
bodies and their sexuality as their own, and as an arena for adventure, 
potential danger, but in which they expect to be in control.

In the case of Antoni, the connections with FÜiys as literary ancèstor are 
not biographical or stylistic so much as thematic. Antoni was born in Michigan 
of Spanish-Trinidadian parents, strengthened his literary voice by reimmersing 
himself in the folklore of Trinidad in order to work on Divina Trace, and has 
been recognised as a major young voice from the Caribbean, who has won several 
literary prizes. Unlike Rhys, he is highly formally educated as a writer, with 
three degrees, the last a doctorate in fiction-writing from the famous 
University of Iowa program.

His first novel. Divina Trace (1991), established an original, regional 
voice', a voice which takes the reader out of the known world into a place of • 
Caribbean myth and folktale, a place of magical realism, where anything can 
happen, and where only the most evocative and original of narrators can possibly 
do: "How many times you been to the swamp with Papee Vince and the whole of
form three science to collect specimens fa dissections? ... How many times you
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been with you jacks to catch guana to pope them off on the Indians by Suparee fa 
fifty cent fa each?* (1990: 5). This voice speaks first .to the Caribbean 
reader, but Antoni's place as a white Caribbean writer at the end of the 
millennium is complex and provocatively interesting. He takes great risks by 
choosing magical realism as the mode in which to tell stories which are almost 
inevitably to do with painful history, especially since he often writes with 
comic exuberance. ,

His connection with Rhys is specific and provocative: his second novel 
Blessed is the fruit (1997), evidently writes back to Wide Sargasso Sea, and he 
has said that he kept a copy of Rhys's novel on his work-table during the 
several years it took to complete his text. His writing style is entirely 
unlike Rhys's: it is richly embellished, the highly performative mode of an oral 
storyteller who just happens to write everything down, and a highly 
contemporary, postmodern writer at that, who disrupts boxindaries of race, class 
and gender.

Blessed is the fruit is an audacious piece of writing in two women's 
voices, one white, one black, which defies essentialisms and explodes binary 
oppositions. It is no Eurocentric text, but rather roots itself in traditional 
Caribbean oral storytelling modes, evidently a part of the literary tradition*of 
magical realism, which Antoni teaches. Antoni's method is therefore at first 
sight quite unlike Rhys's, for she establishes realistic environments even 
though her narrators to greater or lesser extent subvert them, particularly with 
the help of alcohol.

It is in the plot that the first connections are clear. As Blessed is the 
fruit opens, Lilia Woodward and Velma Clarine Downs Bootman lie together in a 
bed, both naked. Lilia is white, from an old planter family, now crazy and 
unable to deal with the outside world. Velma is black, and Lilia's housekeeper, 
and lies in Lilia's bed recovering from a self-inflicted eibortion attempt and 
the intervention of a doctor who Lilia throws out of the house. Here are Tia 
and Antoinette, revisited. To say that this is a risky thing for a white male 
novelist to do is an understatement. Antoni's female characters, however, live, 
even in their most intimate expressions of experience.

But the parallels with Wide Sargasso Sea do not end with Lilia and Velma. 
Lilia's house has "ruined rose gardens" and "cool spongy moss,* and then "ankle- 
deep water* over "flat moss-carpeted stones" (1997: 10). In the water are 
minnows with "... a million tiny, peering eyes" (1997: 11). Any reader f^iliar 
with Rhys's novel is going to see once again the ruined garden at Coulibri 
(1982: 19) and the crab which lives in the bathing pool at Granbois (1982: 88). 
On Sunday mornings, Lilia and Vel take two large blue crabs from the "coolie- 
crabboy* to cook with callalloo, itself described as "green green like green 
.... the definition of green." Antoinette's unnamed husband in Wide Sargasso 
Sea is disturbed by the intensity of green in the Caribbean, whether it is "too 
much green* on the journey to Granbois (1982: 70) or the green light in the 
forest (1982: 104). There is Lil's madness, and Vel's patient caretaking, 
reminiscent of Antoinette and Christophine. There's the letter written by Vel 
when she applies for the job with Lilia, quite different in content from 
Daniel's letter to Antoinette's husband, but similar in that both letters are 
narratives of personal history and have important consequences in each novel.

When Lilia and Vel, grown women, have to go through «the kitchen window to 
get into the house because Lil has mailed off the only key to the door, they 
collapse in laughter, in "girlish silliness" (1997: 15), a silliness only 
permissible now because they live beyond the pale, outside the borders of normal 
society. Their girlishness recalls Antoinette and Tia's companionship, doomed 
to cease after they reached a certain age.

\
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Antoni'S Lilla has "bad hair," and her family cook makes remarks about her 
which indicate Lilia's "white" family is, almost normatively in the Caribbean, 
somewhat of mixed ancestry: "Eh-eh, but you see how the blight does always fall 
on the fourth generation? Blat-blanch, eh? White kooca-roach! Ain't no wonder 
madam wouldn't let she in the sun" (1997: 56). Antoinette is white Creole, 
different from the white colonial European, though Daniel says she is white and 
would never marry a man of colour, even if "... he don't look like a coloured 
man" (1982: 121); but Antoinette is called "white cockroach" by Amélie, the _ 
brownskin house servant who eventually sleeps with Antoinette's husband.

Lilia attends a convent school, just as Antoinette does in Wide Sargasso 
Sea. Antoni's model was the Ursuline Convent in Barbados, which his mother 
attended. For Lilia, her mother's Catholicism is crucially important. As a 
child she hears that her parents have a mixed marriage, meaning that her father 
is Protestant. But for Antoinette, Catholicism is not a family base, only an 
influential experience.

Lilia's mother has a drinking problem, and dies young, just as Antoinette's 
mother goes mad after her younger brother is killed when their house is burnt 
down. Lilia is courted by young men, but she and her friend Di put them off by 
ever more outrageous excuses: "The young mistress seeing she womanlies today.
Sir," "The young mistress wake with a nest of crabs biting-up she too-too-loo 
something terrible this morning. Sir!" (1997: 112). Antoinette's tragedy is 
begxm by the decision to marry her off to the Englishman who is looking for an 
inheritance. But in the end, Lilia does marry an Englishman, whom she calls 
Daisy, the son of a Barclays Bank manager and born in Corpus Christi, Lilia's 
island home. He eventually turns out to be in love with another man and 
disappears to England, thereby freeing Lilia into an interior life in her 
decaying plantation house, where she chooses to lock herself in or out of rooms. 
Antoinette by contrast is inprisoned in a single room in her husband's English 
mansion; she too retreats into madness and lives in her mind, but her madness is 
destructive whereas Lilia's is benevolent. Lilia herself before her marriage 
makes a short trip to England, to be "finished" at another, more impressive 
convent in Kent, from which she has to return after her mother dies. .

Perhaps the most controversial and far-reaching parallel though lies in the 
character of Old Man Grandsol, Lilia's father, the old white planter. He 
impregnates Di, the housekeeper, so that Lilia's childhood friend, Dulcianne, 
Di's daughter, is Lilia's half-sister. Dulcianne becomes pregnant by him at the 
age of fifteen and runs away to the north and is never heard from again. Then 
he impregnates Vel and so the Bolom, her unborn child, to whom the story is 
told by both women, is Lilia's half-sibling and Vel's child, a child who 
symbolically brings them both together. By this time, the only way the reader 
can believe what is happening is by entirely suspending disbelief.But 
Grandsol works as a metaphor for the ubiquitous male-centered power of white 
colonialism and the plantocracy, a power which continues despite growing more 
and more decrepit, until it gradually consumes itself in mowing the seeds of its 
disappearance into a female-centered, multiracial world. Grandsol is a bizarre, 
comic-gothic version of "old Cosway," Antoinette's father, but also Daniel's and 
Alexander's. Alexander's son Sandi is the man Antoinette should have married, 
because he loves her and understands her, but they share "the life and death 
kiss" (1982: 186) after she refuses to go away with him, and just before she 
leaves for Englsind with her husband. Sandi is her cousin, son of her older 
half-brother. At her mother's wedding to Mr. Mason, Antoinette hears some 
wedding guests talking about her father: "He drank himself to death ... And all
those women!" (1982: 29).

At the opening of the section "d'Esperance Estate," there is the following 
quotation from Wide Sargasso Sea: "'That's her story. I don't believe it. A
frivolous woman. In your mother's place I'd resent her behaviour.' 'None of-
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you understand about us,' I thought." Antoni does not locate this in the text, 
but it is Mr. Mason who speaks here first (1982: 30), criticising Antoinette's 
Aunt Cora, of whom he has a low opinion, because Cora did not help her widowed 
sister and her children after Cosway died. Antoinette's defensive response, 
rejected by Mason, was to explain that Cora's English husband did not like the 
West Indies or the West Indian family, and so, without haying much in the way of 
money, she returned home after her husband died, which was all she could do. 
Finally, Antoinette believes the English cannot understand white Creoles. The 
section of Antoni's novel which follows this quotation establishes, in the free 
space of its mode of magical realism, the bizarre world of the white Creole, 
desperately trying to preserve whiteness at all costs, haunted by the legacy of 
planter interrelationships with slaves, despised by both English colonials and 
black servants. Lilia is locked as a child in a small room under the gallery of 
the house during the daylight hours, so as to avoid the s\in and keep her skin 
pale. Yet Cook says that Lilia's great-grandparents were a "French Comte” and 
his Yoruba slave. She is taunted at school by “awful, yellow-headed, blue-eyed, 
whitee-pokees" and called "white cockroach," and at home she asks her horrified 
mother if she is "blat-blanch" (not-quite-white).

The Rhys quotation, then, reinforces above all else the alienation of Lilia 
and the virtual impossibility of existing out in the world, where she must 
either take her place as a member of the racial and class elite or submit to the 
kind of humiliation Antoinette endures in Wide Sargasso Sea once she becomes 
poor. Tia taunts her when they quarrel: "Old time white people nothing but 
white nigger now, and black nigger better than white nigger" (1982: 24).
Lilia's final choice is to be both confined and free, for she chooses to live in 
the crumbling mansion on an evaporating small income with Vel as companion. Vel 
secretly returns her pay to the box under the bed where Lilia's dwindling 
resources are kept so that they may go on having money for food; she has sex 
with Old Man Grandsol for twenty-seven dollars a time to help out, and she is 
planning, as the book ends, how she and Lilia together can make some money to 
live on.

For all of their difference as writers, Kincaid and Antoni share a 
commonality in their refusal to treat race tragically, a refusal which is far 
more dangerous for Antoni, as a white writer, than for Kincaid.Though 
Blessed is the fruit has just been republished in Britain in the new prestigious 
Caribbean fiction series at Faber, it did not make an impact when first 
published by Henry Holt in the United States, which might have something to do 
with its scant regard for conventional fictional proprieties. Cross-dressing is 
an important theme for example, and draws attention to gender as social 
engineering. Masturbation is powerfully associated with saying the rosary 
(rolling the beads) for Lilia. There's an outrageousness to the himiour of the 
novel which sits riskily alongside the serious themes it explores (such as the 
graft which means low-cost housing is badly built and which fatally exposes 
Vel's daughter to cholera).

Kincaid equally works to shock the reader out of the complacency of 
understanding everything or predicting everything. In her fictional world also, 
relationships can be extreme, beyond normal social constraints (as when Lucy  ̂
saves her mother's letters but refuses to open them, or when she writes to her 
mother asking how she could have married a man who would die and leave her in 
debt). Both Kincaid and Antoni are subversives about race, gender and class, 
creating fictions in which differences can be honestly addressed or entirely 
ignored, neither of which is usually the case in our world. What they have 
done, each in their own way, is to carry on the fight which Rhys began, exposing 
and ridiculing, or undermining, hierarchies of race, gender and class, whilst at 
the same time reminding us of the painful consequences of* them.
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Notes
^This study, in the Cambridge series on African and Caribbean literatures, is 
centrally concerned with Rhys's complex cultural identity and location as a writer.

2oiive Senior, "Meditation on Red," Gardening in the Tropics, Toronto: 
McClelland and Stewart, 1994, 44-53; Lorna Goodison, "Lullaby for Jean Rhys," 
Selected Poems, Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1992.62.
^Even Kincaid's Lucy, which is set in New York, is about separation from the 
Caribbean, as much as growing up, for the protagonist.
^Both women hated their given names when growing up. Rhys because Gwendoline 
means white in Welsh, the language of her father's childhood home, and she 
resented being the palest child in her family; Kincaid because she was named 
"... after somebody I particularly came to loathe - a Lebanese woman, one of 
those people who come through the West Indies to get something from it but they 
don't actually inhabit it" (Cudjoe, 1990: 218). But the fact that they changed 
their names when they began to publish suggests a new identity was forged, that 
of writer, which replaced or displaced that made in the context of family; the 
writer's necessary creative distance was thus established,.
^For Rhys, Ford Madox Ford was crucial. He helped her immensely as she took the 
decision to become a professional writer, taught her a great deal about writing, 
and piiblished her first important piece of finished work in his prestigious 
journal, in the company of such literary stars as Hemingway. Kincaid began to 
write as a yo\ong woman in New York when she had some success in getting a story 
accepted by a magazine (which involved interviewing Gloria Steinern). But it was 
a chance meeting in an elevator which led to the meeting with George W.S. Trow, 
a New Yorker writer, through whom the connection with New York's literary elite 
was established, and so Kincaid came to write for the New Yorker.
®Laura Niesen de Abruña (1991) points out that most of the reviewers of Annie 
John missed the post-colonial aspect of the text and focussed only on the 
mother-daughter relation then a hot topic in feminist literary criticism. De 
Abruña suggests there are four perspectives to Kincaid's vision; race, post
colonial history, class and gender. As Kincaid's work has developed, her 
critiques of class, race and post-colonial experience have become impossible to 
ignore, and her texts have become more and more disturbing and uncomfortable for 
the reader (especially the upper-middle or middle-class, white, British or 
American woman reader, but also for the middle-class Caribbean reader, of any 
ethnic identity and of either gender).
’Francis Wyndham, "An Inconvenient Novelist," Tribune, 15 December 1950, 16, 18. 
The concept of the Rhys woman really began with this article but became a 
recurrent element in feminist criticism of Rhys. See also Paul Le Gallez, The 
Rhys Woman, New York: St. Martin's Press, 1990.
®In an interview with Cudjoe, she says "...it's a mask - she's not really hard
hearted. She really wants to break down and be taken back in,.but there's a 
parting place-... It's a very fragile "hard," and if they would just say, "Oh, 
don't go, we love you, stay here," she would be undone by it ... it's not a real 
hardness, I don't think. And it couldn't be conciliatory." (1990: 227, 228)
^The editor of the Jean Rhys Review, Nora Gaines, attended a reading Kincaid 
gave some years ago, and approached her afterward; Kincaid volunteered then, in 
private conversation, Rhys's importance.
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10 She actually said to Cudjoe, "God - I didn't know there were more," but she 
certainly must have known of Rhys. Perhaps she was inferring she did not know 
of any more African-Caribbean women writers until she heard of the first 
Caribbean women writers' conference, but this still seems disingenuous. In 
1990, in the collection__of feminist essays on Caribbean literature I co-edited 
with Carole Boyce Davies, Out of the Kumbla, the partial list of Caribbean women 
writers included as a reader's guide is very considerable (including, for 
example, Paule Marshall, Louise Bennett, Erna Brodber, Maryse Condé, Merle 
Hodge, Beryl Gilroy, and Audre Lorde). It is difficult to imagine that Jeimaica 
Kincaid had never read Paule Marshall's Caribbean-centred fiction, since 
Marshall is so well-known in the United States. But if this was the case, then 
Kincaid must have been absorbed in reading other literatures by choice.
^^See, for example, Rhys's scattered comments on her own reading in Smile Please 
(1979).
^^v.S. Naipaul, like Kincaid, has a very controlled style of writing, which, 
especially in his travel essays, is highly opinionated eind unwilling to qualify 
judgment. However, he has, over his writing career, tended to criticise all but 
the British among whom he lives and by whom he has been knighted, whereas 
Kincaid criticises the British first, as the source of colonialism in Antigua 
and the perpetrators of transatlantic slavery and plantation culture.
^^The Bolom is a character and a major metaphor in Derek Walcott's play Ti-Jean 
and His Brothers, as well as a figure from Trinidadian folklore. In Antoni's 
Blessed is the fruit, one of the Bolom's speeches from the play is the 
superscription to the "Third Chaplet' section of the novel, which opens with 
Vel's words to her unborn child, "Is that I say, Bolom." (1997: 337). The Bolom 
desires life, but is an unborn child, "A woman did me harm/ Called herself 
mother,/ The fear of her hatred/ A cord round my throat"; "... a mother 
strangled me ..." (1972: 95; 160), so this is an appropriate name for Antoni to 
use for Vel's almost aborted child. The speech Antoni chooses speaks to the 
complexity of the Bolom as a creature between worlds, "Save your understanding 
for the living,/ Save your pity for the dead,/ I am neither living nor dead,/ A 
puny body, a misshapen head" (1972: 98).
^^This is of course a major part of the pleasure of magical realism, which works 
by juxtaposition and by demanding that we suspend our usual refusal to believe 
what falls outside realism. Magical realism is a space in which the horrors of 
our world may be faced with the relief of a certain amount of fantasy or humour; 
it is risky, because the humour itself may permit evasion of the horror, and 
this is really the central disturbing question which Antoni raises by his method 
in Blessed is the fruit, a method which is closely akin to the ways in which 
calypso or Carnival function as outlets for social criticism by establishing a 
license beyond the normal inhibitions and boundaries of rational, ordinary 
social life. The space in which race is addressed is risky for any writer, but 
most certainly for a white writer. Antoni's writing is consciously 
carnivalesque, that is, it ruptures social conventions and turns serious and 
painful issues into play, but nevertheless there is a great deal of seriousness 
here, just as there is in the political edge and social function of serious 
calypso. Kincaid's fiction, to a lesser and less evident extent, is also 
performative and consciously subversive.
l^Richard Patteson comments that there have been few white Caribbean writer of 
quality who have associated themselves with the West Indies, but that Antoni's 
Divina Trace is a "major imaginative effort' at understanding the Caribbean 
(1998: 146).
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WHY SAILORS CAN BELIEVE ANYTHING 
Robert Finley

andando más, más se sabe

Christopher Columbus

heartkly with the ground swell^ ^had been -  an errand - d  Passed by that Path^^J
for a moment to catch your breatn y^^^
look*up^from^the\roken path and out to sea, you say, "Ah, so now they have 
aone " But where have they gone? No more than they themselves can you ®
? r  T h f h e S s m L  have stored badly, the set of the currents rs unknown, and 
1. -1 • Uno «stars and of the compass rose there’blooming under the
Lîigato^s gaze remains obscure. With every dayHa slid of where they are, further and further from the one fixed point, the 
ìlnlTain soÀTenlatl your feet where you are stooping now to take up your load
and go on your way.

the Wind tomes,but -«-t, and makes the h e a ^ ^ a t  ^oth ways
^ d  b ^ a d S :  re 'a fw ^ y s ^ th e  ^ f S f

oí Í S  ä i f h “ ? S L r ^ j L r í í e Í . ^ L r w i t h  it the world falls away from you _ of the dark — ix ^  „^^d you have spoken. Whatever your reasons
quite suddenly and softly, loneliness gather under your heart. From now

S-SS‘
SsSie,'i: Za?rll t L  rhythm of the, waves, which you also forget so


